Principal component analysis
Introduction
Scientific study of human sleep has been initiated by the discovery that sleep progresses through a series of stages in which different brain wave patterns are displayed (e.g., [6] ). which is allocated to one of a few all-or-nothing variables called "sleep stages" has been first introduced in 1968 in the publication of the standard sleep scoring rules [20] . Since some of these rules, especially with respect to stage boundaries, are difficult to follow, this standard system of sleep description faces practical problems of definition and demarcation of sleep stages [24, 23] . Nevertheless, the criteria for distinction between stages 1 and 3 of NREM sleep had remained almost unchanged after rare attempts to revise these criteria [3, 24] .
One of the major shortcomings of the standard scoring rules is their relying on arbitrarily-defined thresholds for separation of NREM sleep stages. For instance, the most powerful component of the electroencephalographic (EEG) signal, delta activity (slow waves with frequencies 0.5-4.5 Hz), exhibits a gradual increase in the course of sleep deepening that starts with a short transitional interval known as stage 1 (N1), continues through the following much longer interval of stage 2(N2) that is viewed as the first unequivocal stage of sleep and reaches its peak during stage 3 (N3) that is usually named slow wave sleep (SWS) due to predominance of relatively high-voltage (more than 75 μV) low-frequency waves (0.5-2.0 Hz). The arbitrarilydefined threshold criteria that were recommended for defying stage 3 (N3 or SWS) include three (amount, frequency and amplitude) thresholds, i.e., more than 20% of o2 Hz activity with amplitude 475 μV during a given epoch of sleep [20, 3] . Therefore, subjective assessment of the EEG epochs is necessary and this can lead to unreliable results and poor agreement between scorers [4] . Particularly, Norman et al. [10] reported that stages N1 and N3 are most prone to disagreement, and that, overall, 88.4% of the scoring disagreements are associated with scoring adjacent stages (wake/N1, N1/N2, and N2/SWS).
Until recently, SWS and slow-wave activity have been simply viewed as useful objective markers of sleep deepness and intensity. However, most recent studies showed that they might be of particular importance for analysis of the sleep process due to their unique vital functions. For example, these studies point to their essential role in learning and memory (e.g., [7, 19, 5, 26, 25] ). Since the presence and integrity of SWS was found to be linked to the ability to form and retain memories, the diminished levels of conventionally scored stage 3 sleep can explain some cognitive impairment in primary insomnia and older age (e.g., [1, 9] ). Therefore, one of the questions that need to be answered in the light of such recent findings might be: where is the true neurophysiological boundary between stages 2 and 3 (N2/N3)?
Earlier we showed that principal component structuring of the EEG spectrum provides a theoretically sound method of relating the quantitative descriptions of spectral power densities to quantitative changes (i.e., from negative to positive) in scores on the largest principal components of the EEG spectrum [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 17, 16, 18] . It was hypothesized that the rise of the 1st score reflects the switch-like change in the sleep-promoting processes that usually delays relative to the change in the wakepromoting processes represented by the decline of the 2nd score [11, 16] . Consequently, stage 1 sleep might be viewed as "no man's land" between the opponent driving forces for wake and sleep [14, 15] . It was also shown that, like it occurs during diurnal sleep-wake transitions, the 1st and 2nd components of the EEG spectrum might also represent alternations between competing drives for sleep and wakefulness throughout the whole episode of all-night sleep, whereas time courses of the next pair of component scores (3rd and 4th) might reflect the within-sleep alternations between sub-sates of light and deep sleep, respectively [11, 12] . At least, the time course of the 4th score during each ultradian sleep cycle pointed to its link to deep sleep, i.e., its rapid raise always delayed relative to changes in the 1st and 2nd scores in the beginning of the first sleep cycle, but its maximum was reached already in the middle of the cycle, and its fall during the second half of the cycle occurred earlier compared to changes in other scores [11, 12] .
However, it remains unclear whether the rapid rise of the 4th principal component score precedes or coincides with or follows the transition from stage 2 to stage 3 sleep. Empirical support of the suggestion of stable phase relationship of such a rise with the conventionally scored onset of stage 3 can open a perspective of identification of non-arbitrary (i.e., neuro-physiologically meaningful) boundaries between stages 2 and 3. Therefore, the present analysis was aimed on testing the hypothesis that the rapid rise of the 4th principal component score coincides with the transition to stage 3, whereas the rapid changes in the 1st and 2nd scores are not associated with this transition but, instead, linked to the boundaries of two earlier NREM sleep stages.
Methods
The experimental study was performed in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki. The experiments were carried out in the laboratory complex on 9 weekends, between Saturday morning and Monday morning, with 2 participants studied during each weekend. They both were kept continuously awake until 23:00, and then one of them was allowed to sleep in the sleep laboratory until 06:00 h. The other was kept awake for the whole night. The next 24 h were organized in 12 wake-sleep cycles each consisting of 100-minute wakefulness followed by 20-minute nap with polysomnographic recordings. A participant was asked to sleep lying in bed in a sound-attenuated and completely darkened room of the sleep laboratory during a 20-minute span with closed eyes. Then he was taken out of the sleep laboratory to stay in other rooms together with experimenters for the whole time interval between consecutive napping attempts. To prevent unintended sleep, he was constantly engaged in research activities and social interactions. Polysomnographic sleep recordings were performed using a standard monitoring montage that included 5 EEG channels, two electro-oculogram channels, and one chin electromyogram channel. Data were collected via an 8-channel Medicor polygraph (EEG8S, Micromed, Hungary). Since the central derivations were recommended for visual scoring of sleep stages [20, 3] , the reported results are based on data from Cz-A1 derivation of the international 10-20 system of electrode placement (i.e., vertex of the head vs left mastoid). Conventional scoring of 20-min naps was performed by 2 independent judges. Thereafter, they together reexamined the epochs with discrepant scores in order to produce consensus scores.
The EEG signals were high band-pass, low band-pass, and notch filtered (0.5, 64, and 50 Hz, respectively), digitized at a sampling frequency of 128 Hz and stored on a hard disk. The artifacts were detected at 5-second intervals, and absolute power values were computed for the artifact-free 5-second intervals using the fast Fourier transform algorithm. The spectral data were reduced to single-hertz bin widths by calculating the mean absolute power values over adjacent frequencies and by further averaging within each consecutive one-minute interval.
The one-min spectra calculated for each 20-min nap were assigned relative to 0-minutes of polysomnographically determined onset of stage 1 (N1), stage 2 (N2), and stage 3 (N3). In total, 164 naps were used for the present analysis after exclusion of a few naps either containing REM sleep or showing that NREM sleep was interrupted by wakefulness. Spectra on the interval of the first 16 power values (the range from 1 to 16 Hz) were log-transformed and subjected to principal component analysis. Additionally, the log-transformed power values were averaged over frequency ranges roughly corresponding to delta, theta, alpha, and sigma activities (1-4, 5-8, 9-12, and 13-16 Hz, respectively). The SPSS statistical software package, version 21, was used for all statistical analyses (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Principal component analysis was run either on all sets of spectra or on the sets obtained from each of 18 participants ( Fig. 1A and B) . Each set was decomposed into four principal component scores. In order to calculate a score on each of the four components, the 16 original power values were optimally weighted in accord with their loadings on this component (Fig. 1A) and then summed. More details regarding the methodology of principal component analysis of the EEG spectrum have been reported earlier [11, 12, 17, 18] .
In order to analyze and illustrate (Table 1, Figs. 2-3 ) steepness of changes in the EEG indexes during transitions from one stage to another, one-min values were further averaged on 3-min intervals (i.e., from minute À4 to À2, from À 1 to þ1, from þ2 to þ4, etc.). Additionally, all positive and negative one-min scores on a component (i.e., 1st or 4th) were transformed into þ1 and 0, respectively, for illustrating time courses of probability of association of a stage (i.e., 2 or 3) with positive score on a component (Fig. 4) .
One-way repeated-measure analyses of variance (rANOVAs) with within-subjects factor "Three-min interval" were performed for examining whether an EEG index ehibites statistically significant changes both prior to and after onset of a stage. The Bonferroni multiple comparison test was used in the post hoc analysis, i.e., for examining significance of differences between a value of an index for 0-minute of stage onset and the preceding and following values (Table 1) . Additionally, 2-way ANOVAs were run on time courses of the EEG indexes ( Fig. 2 ) with fixed factor "Interval", i.e., either "Three-min interval" (Fig. 3B ) or "One-min interval" (Fig. 4) , and random factor "Participant" (Fig. 3A) . Finally, two-way ANOVAs with two fixed factors were conducted on these time courses to test whether they are different for different experimental conditions, times of day, delays of stage onset, etc. The first fixed factors was "Three-min interval" and the second was, respectively, "Condition" (sleep deprived vs. slept), "Time of day" (12 clock times; Fig. 3A ), "Stage onset delay" (minutes À 12, À9, À6, À 3, and 0), etc.
Results
Principal component analysis yielded the first four eigenvalues that were either remarkably higher than 1 (the 1st and 2nd) or close to 1 (the 3rd and 4th). These four principal components collectively explained for almost 84% of the total variance of the EEG spectrum (55%, 18%, 6%, and 5%, respectively). The shapes of principal component loadings are illustrated in Fig. 1 by plotting the loadings of the 16 powers on each component as a function of frequency band. The shapes of such loading spectra obtained for the whole dataset were very similar to those obtained for any study participant ( Fig. 1A and B, respectively) . Therefore, only scores calculated for the whole dataset were used in further analysis. Fig. 2 demonstrates that time courses of spectral powers and principal component scores were often characterized by very steep changes either before or after or both before and after onset of a certain sleep stage. Table 1 reveals that such changes cannot be regarded as being stage-specific in the case of low frequency powers (i.e., delta and theta) that always dominated during well-established sleep. For instance, delta power exhibited steep rises both before and after onsets of all three stages. In contrast, steep changes in high frequency powers (i.e., alpha and sigma) were specifically linked to onset of a certain stage, i.e., they showed steep rises both before and after onset of only one of three stages. As one can predict from the conventional sleep scoring rules, the steep decline of alpha power occurred around sleep onset (i.e., it reflects the phenomenon of attenuation of alpha rhythm during transition from wakefulness to stage 1 sleep), whereas sigma power exhibited its steep rise around onset of stage 2 sleep (i.e., it is associated with typical short sequences of waves of 11-15 Hz called "sleep spindles"). Table 1 and Fig. 2B indicate that rapid changes in scores on the 1st, 2nd, and 4th principal components were linked to onset of only one of three stages (2, 1, and 3, respectively), and that the transition from one stage to another was associated with a change in the sign of score (from positive to negative for 2nd score and from negative to positive for 1st and 4th score). Fig. 3A illustrates that the records obtained for 12 different clock times were similar on the time courses of scores on the 1st, 2nd, and 4th principal components around onsets of stages 2, 1, and 3, respectively. As indicated by the results of two-way ANOVAs with the first factor "Three-min interval" and the second factor either "Condition" (sleep deprived vs. slept) or "Time of day" (12 clock times; Fig. 3A) or "Delay of stage onset" (minutes À12, À 9, À 6, À 3, and 0), neither significant main effect of the second factor nor interaction between the two factors were significant. Fig. 3B illustrates remarkable similarity between participants on the time courses on scores on the 1st, 2nd, and 4th principal components. For instance, 4th score always become positive when sleep of a given study participant progressed into SWS. Fig. 4 summarizes the results on the time courses of principal component scores. As it was suggested (see Introduction), the 2nd score became negative on the borderline between wakefulness and sleep, and it remained negative during well-established sleep. Rapid buildup of the 1st score was a feature of transition from stage 1 to stage 2, and stage 1 was almost always associated with negative rather than positive 1st score (Fig. 4A) . The 4th score demonstrated its rapid raise during transition from stage 2 to stage 3, and, therefore, stage 3 was characterized by only positive scores (Fig. 4B ).
Discussion
Because the conventional distinctions between sleep stages are mostly arbitrary, the true neurophysiological boundaries between these stages remain to be clarified. Besides, the computerized sleep EEG analysis indicates that NREM sleep stages seem to represent subdivision of a continuous process. Indeed, the present results confirmed the earlier reports (e.g., [8] ) showing that such well-known marker of sleep deepness and intensity as delta power exhibits permanent increase in the course of sleep deepening ( Fig. 2A and Table 1 ). On the contrary, the present analysis yielded the state-specific stepwise changes of the indexes obtained by means of principal component structuring of the EEG spectrum. It was found that, irrespective of experimental condition, nap timing, latency to sleep stage, and within-group individual differences, the boundaries of NREM sleep stages 1, 2, and 3 coincided with a rapid change in score on one of three principal components, i. e., 2nd, 1st, and 4th, respectively (Figs. 2B, 3 and 4 ; Table 1 ). In particular, the present results supported the hypothesis that the transition to stage 3 sleep (SWS) always coincides with a rapid switch from negative to positive score on the 4th principal component of the EEG spectrum (Figs. 3 and 4B) . The results also demonstrated that, unlike the 4th score, the 1st and 2nd scores did not exhibit rapid changes both before and after onset of stage 3 (Table 1) . Instead, such changes occurred on the boundaries of earlier NREM stages (Fig. 4) that is in agreement with our previously reported observations [14] [15] [16] . Thus, the results allow the conclusion that transitions to negative 2nd scores and to positive 1st and 4th scores might serve as yes-or-no criteria of onsets of "drowsy" sleep (stage 1), well-established sleep (stage 2), and SWS (deep sleep or stage 3), respectively ( Fig. 4 ; Table 1 ). Such results suggesting remarkable coincidence of conventionally scored onsets of three sleep stages with stepwise changes in principal component structure of the EEG spectrum might explain the unexpected success of the Rechtschaffen and Kales rules [20] that provided continuity in the scientific and clinical description of the sleep process for, at least, a half of century. The possibility to represent all various epochs of the continuous sleep process as a sequence of few all-or-nothing variables might be explained by such feature of sleep-wake -6 N1 6 12 -6 N2 6 12 -12 -6 N3 6 -6 N1 6 12 -6 N2 6 12 -12 -6 N3 6 -6 N1 6 12 -6 N2 6 12 -12 -6 N3 6 -6 N1 6 12 -6 N2 6 12 -12 -6 N3 6 -6 N1 6 12 -6 N2 6 12 -12 -6 N3 6 -6 N1 6 12 -6 N2 6 12 -12 -6 N3 6 -6 N1 6 12 -6 N2 6 12 -12 -6 N3 6 -6 N1 6 12 -6 N2 6 12 -12 -6 N3 6
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Minutes before and after stage onset (N1, N2, N3) PC2 PC3 PC4 Fig. 2 -Time courses of spectal powers and scores on principal components.Single-Hz log-transformed spectral powers (ln power) were averaged over frequency ranges roughly corresponding to delta (1-4 Hz), theta (5-8 Hz), alpha (9-12 Hz), and sigma activity (13-16 Hz). The 1st-4th principal component scores and ln powers were aligned relative to the 0-minute of onset of NREM sleep stage 1 (N1), stage 2 (N2), and stage 3 (N3), and then averaged on 3-min intervals prior and after this minute (i.e., minutes from À 4 to À 2, from À1 to þ1, from þ2 to þ4, etc.). Wakefulness was (N1) and was not accounted (N2 and N3). Results of two-way ANOVAs with fixed factor "Three-min interval" and random factor "Participant" (n ¼14 for N3 and n ¼18 for N1 and N2).
regulating mechanisms as reciprocal interactions between sleepand wake-promoting processes that inhibit one another in the course of transitions between sleep/wake states and sub-states. Particularly, complex neurobiological mechanisms of sleep and wakefulness can be, ultimately, delineated as oscillations between opposing processes, i.e., those promoting arousal and inhibiting sleep and those promoting sleep and inhibiting arousal (e.g., [2, 22] ) Recent research indicates that the ventrolateral preoptic nucleus of the hypothalamus contains both sleeppromoting neurons and wake-promoting neurons that control daily transitions between behavioral states of wakefulness and sleep as well as alternations between REM and NREM sleep [21] . Despite arbitrariness of threshold criteria used for distinction between sleep stages, the scoring rules uncovered the essential links of visually recognized changes in brain wave patterns with the most important switch-like transitions between wake/sleep states and sub-states. Particularly, the time course of score of the 2nd principal component characterized by the rapid decline around sleep onset (N1) might be interpreted as reflecting the major switch in regulation of wake/sleep pressure by the wakepromoting processes. The time course of the 1st principal component score with the rapid buildup during onset of wellestablished sleep (N2) might be regarded as representing the main switching point in regulation of sleep demand by the sleeppromoting processes. The time course of score of the 4th principal component that exhibits its rapid rise simultaneously with onset of SWS (N3) might reflect the switch-like alternations between sub-states of light and deep sleep within each ultradian sleep cycle [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
It has to be emphasized that the present results have practical relevance to better understanding of sleep disorders associated with the reduced SWS and increased stage 1 sleep. Moreover, they also can be implicated in development of new technics of computerized sleep analysis. For instance, the results supporting the suggestion of the existence of the stable phase relationship between the rise of the 4th principal component score and the conventionally scored onset of N3 can facilitate the application of more accurate yes-or-no criteria into the computerized measurement of SWS duration and continuity in normal and disordered sleep.
Limitations of the present analysis include small sample size, absence of data on healthy participants of different genders and ages and on patients with different sleep disorders, lack of analysis of regional differences in the EEG indexes, a relatively 6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 -6 N 6 -12 short duration of the EEG records, and relatively long intervals of data averaging. Future analyses lacking these limitations might provide a much deeper insight into temporal, topographic, and individual differences in changes in principal component scores across transitions between sleep stages. Moreover, further research is required for evaluating prospects of implication of principal component scoring in methods of measurement of duration and continuity of sleep stages, as well as for examining whether measures obtained with this method correlate with sleep-state-dependent functions (e.g., memory consolidation results) stronger than the conventional estimates of duration and continuity of sleep stages. To conclude, the EEG indexes provided by applying principal component analysis to the EEG spectrum might be recommended for less arbitrary and physiologically meaningful subdivision of NREM sleep into stages 1, 2, and 3. In particular, positive score on the 4th principal component of the EEG spectrum might serve as both theoretically and practically useful yes-or-no criterion of SWS onset.
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